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The Problem:

Poor compaction, water erosion, broken pipes, and organic material in the soil can all lead to 
settling of a foundation or a roadway.  Traditional slab lifting can bring concrete and structures 
back into place but it doesn’t necessarily address the underlying issue or guarantee a long 
term fix.  Other methods of addressing deep soil issues require heavy equipment, extended 
down time, and collateral property damage.  These situations create problems for property 
owners as well as opportunities for the elite contractors that know how to fix them.

The Solution:
Introducing the Deep Lift™ process!  Alchemy-Spetec offers a unique combination of high quality structural 
lifting foams (AP Deep Lift 420, AP Lift 430, AP Lift 440 & AP Lift 475) along with the equipment and training 
needed to address deep soil issues.  Now you can achieve soil densification and lifting on large projects with 
the smallest footprint and least amount of heavy equipment required.  

The Deep Lift™ process is powerful, 
painless, and rapid. Deep Lift™ gets to 
the root of the problems in the soil, it 
brings the structure back to level, and 
accomplishes this with minimal imposi-
tion or downtime to the property owner. 
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The Process:

The Applications:

1. Complete a thorough site evaluation including – soil borings, 
DCP testing, and GPR as necessary 

2. Address any potential binding with saw cutting, clearing of 
joints, and removal of old grout 

3. Based upon soils data, calculate grid spacing and injection 
depths 

4. Drive injection tubes to the correct depths and locations 

5. Inject the appropriate AP Lift series polymer(s) in the predeter-
mined sequence while monitoring for lift 

6. Follow the grout plan, adjusting the injection depths and loca-
tions as the structure raises into place

• Bridge abutments
• Highway approach slabs
• Rigid and flexible pavements 
• Ports and airports
• Settled buildings
• Soil densification and encapsulation
• Lift stations
• Pipe and tunnel segments
• Equipment pads



This information is provided in good faith, but without guarantee. The application, 
use and processing of the products are beyond our control and therefore your entire  
responsibility. Should Alchemy-Spetec nevertheless be held liable for any damage, such  
liability will be limited to the value of the goods delivered by us. We are committed to 
providing high-quality goods at all times. This version supersedes all previous versions.  
Revision Date: May 17, 2022 4:47 pm

The Facts:

Why Does Concrete Settle?
• Erosion 

Poor drainage, improperly placed downspouts, leaking 
drain pipes, and broken water lines are common culprits. 

• Poor Compaction 
When backfilling on a jobsite, the contractor is supposed 
to compact the backfill by driving over it with heavy 
equipment. However, this isn’t always done properly for 
one reason or another. 

• Biological Decay 
Construction trash pits, buried trees, and other biode-
gradable materials all break down. Sometimes structures 
are built over these areas.

How Does Deep Lift with Structural Polymers Help?
• Lifting Pavements and Structures Back to Level Height 

Alchemy-Spetec Deep Lift allows contractors to offer a 3 dimensional repair 
to the soil while bringing the structure back to level. 

• Compacting Soil 
The Deep Lift process penetrates multiple layers in the soil to create levels of 
high density polymer and tightly squeezed soil. 

• Filling Voids Caused by Decay 
The AP Lift series polymers combined with the Deep Lift process displaces 
water filled voids in the soil, seals leaks in infrastructure, and encapsulates 
decaying material.

Why Are These Products Safe for the Environment?
AP Lift 430 & AP Lift 475 foam are approved for contact with drinking water 
(certified by to NSF/ANSI/CAN 61). That means they can be used anywhere 
without having an adverse effect on water quality. Having our core products 
rigorously tested for environmental compatibility is a key component of our 
committment to assuring “painless procedures” for customers.

What Are the Results?
• Use of Slab or Structure the Same Day as Repair 

AP Lift foam cures to 90% full strength in 15 minutes.  In most cases the site 
is ready for traffic right after clean up. 

• Support for Up to 14,000 lbs/Sq. Ft. 
The AP Lift series of polymer foams support a range of 4,032 - 14,000 
pounds per square foot depending on which product you choose. 

• Lift and/or Stabilization Lasting Decades 
Alchemy-Spetec structural foams are stronger than crystalline bedrock.

Facts AP Lift Foam Cement Grout
Unit Weight 2 to 6

lbs/cubic foot
150

lbs/cubic foot
Set Time 15 Minutes Hours to Days
Drill Hole 3/8” 1.5” to 2” 

or More
Shrinkage None Yes
Equipment One vehicle for 

materials and 
equipment.

Multiple trucks 
and heavy 
machinery.

Temperature Can be installed 
in any climate.

Limited use 
below 32° F.

Best for Lifting 
Structures?

Yes No

AP Lift Foam vs Cement Grout:


